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X
Sixty-fifth year

ROTUJN DA
Tuesday, October 29. 1985

the press and by televison news in
the last three months. We have
seen whites killing blacks, blacks
killing and burning other blacks,
and now a new phenomena of
blacks starting to attack whites.
We have seen the Reagan
administration walk the tightrope
Apartheid, Apartheid,
on this issue. Yet out of the 225
It is a crime against humanity
students that were asked to
It shames the very dignity of man.
identify apartheid 65 percent
could not do so. One of the
Apartheid. Apartheid,
standard responses with "Ap
A racist policy that gives the white minority
wah?" Among other things we
The right to rule the land.
were informed that apartheid
was something to do with
They hang, they shoot
archaeology, needy people,
They persecute
inserts, and that it was Dart of a
But the judgement day
radio, and was a treaty between
My people say
the U.S. and Africa.
The remaining people who
No peace on the continent they'll be
showed
some semblance of
There can be no peace
knowledge concerning the
Until South Africa is free.
situation were asked a series of
A Calypso Song from — follow up questions. Students
The Mighty Duke from South were subsequently asked if they
foresaw the black majority
overthrowing the white ruling
minority? Forty-two percent
By BRUCE SOUZA
believed that an overthrow would
were
chosen
at
random
going
occur; 36 percent thought that the
The above lyrics probably
express the way a great many about their daily activities on present regime would be able to
people feel towards the campus. Using the survey ride out the current political
institution
of
apartheid. method and a tape recorder to turmoil, and 21 percent didn't
Apartheid, with the exception of collect data, The Rotunda coaxed know. Those who thought that
the upcoming summit between 225 students into participating. there would be a change of power
the U.S. and U.S.S.R. in Geneva. The first step was to identify the from whites to blacks were asked
is an issue which has dominated problem, students were simply if the transition would be by
the world press for the last three asked whether they could explain peaceful means or by a bloody
months. With this in mind The or define apartheid. This should revolution. Most Longwood
Rotunda gave the Ixmgwood have been an easy question, students (53 percent) believed
College student body a chance to considering we have been that a violent revolution was
express its views on apartheid subjected to a media blitz inevitable, while 28 percent
believed that a diplomatic
and on the state of affairs in concerning apartheid.
The problems in South Africa solution could avoid bloodshed.
South Africa.
The students who participated have been covered extensively by Nineteen percent didn't know.
While other schools are
organizing protests against
apartheid and are urging
everything from sanctions to
divesture we here at the Wood
remain largely uninformed. Out
of all the people surveyed only
By MELANIE COVINGTON
two people mentioned sanctions,
disciplines.
The dates for the publication of
The staff needs short essays one person mentioned divesture,
Broadsides
have
been
(500-600
words), poetry, or any and one remarked about Botha.
announced. They are as follows:
1) November 25th (Publication other written work that you have Strangely enough, black students
done. Maybe there's something surveyed didn't seem any more
for December 9th)
2) February 20th (Publication you wrote when you were in high informed than anybody else. The
school, even an essay for an black students who were
for March 3rd)
3) April 18th (Publication for exam. Broadsides is definitely informed raised questions concerning black political unity.
not just creative writing only.
April 28th)
Broadsides had a very One student compared the
Broadsides is a collection of
Longwood students literary prosperous first year. Please Afrikaners' apartheid policy as
work. Everyone is invited and help it to have an even better being analagous to the British
encouraged to submit their work second year. If you have any when they ruled in India. This is
for Broadsides. This invitation is questions or submissions please an erroneous assumption since
not for English majors alone, it is contract: Craig Challender, the British had a homeland to
return to. The Afrikaners , on the
for students of all levels and all Oavid James, or Bill Woods.

Apartheid?

Broadsides Now In Progress

Number Six

other hand, consider themselves
indigenous to South Africa. They
have ruled the country since the
1650's, and consider themselves
as the reason that South Africa is
the wealthiest countrv ont he
continent. Perhaps, if they had
wiped out the blacks like we
destroyed the American Indians
a hundred years ago the situation
today would be different.
After World War II the
European powers couldn't afford their African colonies, and
gradually decolonization
occurred for almost all African
states. Freedom was given to the
African States with hopes of them
emulating western political
traditions.
Europe and the U.S. to this day
are still trying to foster
democratic traditions in societies
which remain largely tribal. The
Europeans divided Africa not on
the natives' terms, but in their
own selfish economic interests.
When these countries were given
freedom, instead of turning into
fledgling democracies the exact
opposite happened. Civil wars,
tribal conflicts, despots and
demogoguery were even more
common than the envisioned
democratic Africa. This is
largely the way Africa remains
today.
South Africa is in terms of
nation in Africa. The U.S. needs
their mineral wealth, they need
their mineral wealth, they need
our weapons. South Africa is the
class of the sub-continent,
militarily. They have, until
recently, been a stable
government in an unstable part
of the world. The recent political
turmoil has hastened western
nations to step up pressure of the
South African government to
make political concessions to the
overwhelming black majority,
political equality, but for the
Afrikaners to grant this would be
Afrikaners to grant this would be
to cut their own throats. Prime
Minister Botha continually states
"he encourages a dialogue with
black leaders" but he will never
grant them what they ultimately
want. The concessions now
offered are simply
the
trimmings; the blacks want the
cake.
South Afirca is in a time warp.
Their society and their doctrine
of apartheid is nothing more than
legalized segregation and
slavery. They have remained

unchanged in a changing world,
which now wants to suddenly
conform them. The U.S. is
politically stuck in the middle of
this dilemma. The U.S. is
politically interested in South
\frican stability for ideological
and economic reasons. A timely
insurrection or long-term civil
war will destroy American assets
and interrupt the South African
economy.
The Reagan administration has
flip-flopped on this issue trying
not to anger western allies or
South Africa. The lowdown is that
we will still buy their gold, and
still sell them wearjons. amidst
talk of sanctions and-or divesture. Even as the grassroots
movement continues to grow
against apartheid; you won't
hear Reagan condemning South
Africa. We'll do business with
whoever gets control of South
Africa; there is no doubt about
that. However, if a violent
overthrow does occur, it will be
largely done with Soviet made
weaponry, and once the blacks
get in control, they will owe the
Soviets at least political
friendship. So, for U.S. interests a
peaceful solution remains our
best bet to go politically and
economically unscathed
concerning South Africa.
Even if it were as easy as to
simply endow the black majority
with all the political power, who's
to say there would be peace, or
even stability. One must simply
look at Ethiopia, Mozambique,
Angola, and Zimbabwe to know
better. Certainly, some black
South Africans would gain
significantly, but chances are
most would remain dirt poor.
Some political solutions include
suggestions of a typ" of multiracial government This is
ridiculous! These people are
fighting over the pie, not portions
of it. Unfortunately, this situation
will culminate in a violent
revolution. Not for awhile yet,
because the A.N.C. does not have
the men or weaponry to challenge
the South African Army. South
Africa which spends three billion
annually on defense is still easily
in control of South Africa, and
militarily superior to all
surrounding Black African
countries. Sit tight. It's still going
to be awhile before Tutu, Tambo,
Buthelezi, Mandela get to
squabble over South Africa, and
who gets what.
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My Page

On Potential Murders

"What are you all gonna do today?"
"Play video games and study."
"Cal and I are planning on experimenting with various combinations of drugs and alcohol."
"You guys are a bunch of wheezing maggots. Why don't you do
something fun for once? Benji and I are gonna bring our trash cans
up to the 9th floor and hurl the contents out of the window piece by
piece. Come with us and be somebody."
Sounds like a scene from a low-budget teenage sex comedy,
huh? Wrong again, turkey-lip. The people who carry on similar
conversations and hurl deadly projectiles from high-rise windows
have filled out applications for admission (please include a recent
photo) to good old Longwood. Now they are in our classrooms,
across from us at meals, and high, high above our heads. Each is
armed and dangerous, capable and apparently willing to take a life.
Everyday crap flies out of the windows of Curry and Frazier.
Paper airplanes and saliva mostly, but without fail, some bonehead
weasel will toss something that could hospitalize the target and
imprison the marksman. This semester, the following items have
fallen from the high rises with bone-crushing force: hundreds of
bottles and cans, water balloons (one with a stone inside), pumpkins, ARA "mini-glasses", shoes, plates, books, light bulbs,
watermelons, clocks, chairs, eating utensils, a bed, and yes, a
television set. I mean, I get mad when the Redskins lose too, but we
need to set our priorities.
I asked pledge Sean "Skip" Gorenflo to calculate the miles per
hour of these things (more Sig Ep hazing, you say?) in order to
discourage the parade of these bombs. Apparently height is the key
and anything thrown from a height of 110 feet will hit the ground at a
speed of around 63 miles per hour (wind resistence is a major factor,
far too complicated to go from my ear to my pen, but suffice it to
say that paper and like stuff fall safely and only make the place look
like a slum). The weight of the object determines the force of im-

/fe$

pact. This explanation similarly went over my head and Gorenflo
spoon-feeds us with an analogy: a small beer bottle, launched from
one of the top floors would have an impact-force greater than that of
a (young) Tom Seaver fast ball. I've never faced Tom Terrific but
I've seen facial bones shattered in Junior Varsity high school games.
Early in the semester, a few cute young enterprisers were
tossing small water balloons out of a window. The objects were
hitting dry ground leaving craters and shooting mud all over cars
over 10 yards away.
This weekend, a young female student was one step away from
an ARA glass that had fallen from the sky. A murder charge would
not be out of the question for the bullet-head who pulled that stunt.
"Longwood Student faces Farmville judge for murder rap." Boy,
that would keep the toilets off the Rotunda front page. I'd personally
handle that interview, ya bum ya.
If you could find one of those valuable (due to rareness), unorganized, confusing student handbooks that we have all heard so
much about, it would tell you that every student is responsible for
whatever goes on in (or comes falling out of) their own room. Your
boisterous playmate is setting you up for the big hit when he uses
your room as Cape Kennedy. And hey, it's the end of October and
judicial board is nearly trained and almost ready to make an
example out of you for next year's freshmen bombadiers. Anyone
busted for this act may well end up at some obscure community
college next semester and if you think the food is bad here wait till
you taste the mystery meat at one of those two-year training
grounds.
The highly dangerous habit of using windows as a trash shoot is
a recognized problem at Longwood College. If we do not stop ourselves, the administration will give us a not so tender hand. Paid
window-watchers, permanently locked windows, and camera
surveillance have been suggested. Who knows what that wild and
crazy beauracracy will come up with to help us protect ourselves?
If you must throw something out that window, throw yourselves.
Be sure to call the Rotunda first so we can have cameras present.
Oh, and make sure nobody is under your window, 'cause you'll be
falling at 63 m.p.h. and you could hurt somebody.
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Letters To The Editor
Mr. "Raio:

I read with sympathy your
comments about the effect of
apathy on your newspaper. I
have been chairman of enough
committees and editor of enough
publications to understand that
most things are done by the
impassioned few who cannot bear
to see left undone those things
which ought to be done. However,
on the issue of apathy itself, I
would propose to you and to your
readers a different perspective.
In the sixties (my generation)
apathy came to be defined as
anything which fell short of
fanaticism. It did not matter
particularly what a person was
fanatical about, as long as there
was some issue which prevented
peaceful slumber on a regular
basis. Fortunately (I think),
college students no longer
consider locking the dean in his
office to be a part of the advanced
curriculum. It is no longer
necessary to orate about social
injustice to spontaneous forums
of eager listeners on convenient
grassy corners. And, indeed, if
one expects a
frenetic,
impassioned approach to writing
newspaper articles or changing
the honor system or getting out of
bed in the morning, it is true that,
with this generation of young
people, one will be disappointed.
However, I would like to point
out (fanatically, of course) that
there are other ways in which to
be non-apathetic. I wish very
sincerely that the students at
Longwood would see the
opportunities for enrichment and
growth that are here on this very
campus. These opportunities
have nothing to do with social
conscience or with cheerleader
maudlinism for the good old
school. They have to do with the
growth and enrichment of the
individual. The major is
important, certainly, and all
those wretched papers, and
showing up in class at 8:00 on a
Monday morning. But, there are
other things which in the scheme
of things can be just as vital to the
wholeness of the person.
Last night, I went to the
opening of Blithe Spirit, another
of Dr. I,ockwood's masterful
productions. There were very few
viewers for the occasion. Here
was a chance to be entertained,
for free in a world of expensive
pleasures. Here was a chance to
take a good hard look at a very
attractive, well constructed set.
How many of our students have
any idea what goes into the
making of a set? It doesn't just
happen to be on stage — even Dr.
Ix)ck's magic is not that great.
Here was a chance to think about
the techniques of coordinating

timing, even to have a gentle
laugh when the stage manager
jumped the cue on the music and
the actress had to cover with
some clever extemp. Here was a
chance to sit, as every natural
critic does, and decide if the
effect would have been better
with alternate blocking in a
certain scene. The farcical
entertainment also provided
some opportunity for serious
after thought on a wide range of
topics, not the least of them
relationships among women. The
whole act of theatre going is an
enrichment to any life; it is a
cultural experience; it gives one
the chance to be temporarily a
part of something greater than
self; it provides a lovely willing
suspension of disbelief in the
midst of our everyday mania.
Where were the three thousand?
Did every professor on campus
choose this week to assign the
most egregious of homework
tasks? I really hate to see our
students not avail themselves of
the enrichments around them.
Non-apathy does not have to
mean finding a cause and
vigorously serving it. It can mean
simply looking around and
identifying opportunities to enjoy
and broaden. The well rounded
individual serves himself better,
and, as a natural consequence,
serves all humanity better. In the
years to come, when the current
generation is out there in the
'real world," the teachers with
the
wider
experiental
backgrounds will teach better;
the
businessman
who
understands how people relate
will conduct better business; any
professional will do his job better
when he has more to give.
Obviously the Man-of-the-Year
Award is not given to someone
just because he attended Dr.
Lock's production of Blithe
Spirit. However, recogn «£.>n and
success come to those who take
opportunities, grow when they
can, enrich themselves, and think
creatively about the process of
broadening. Of the many
possibiliteis here, theatre
attendance must be one of the
most rewarding chances to grow,
think, learn, and laugh.
Longwood students do all four of
those things naturally, as so any
young
people.
I
would
recommend the first step away
from vegetation be attendance of
the next play. Once devegetating
starts, it carries its own inertia
and it will spill over into other
areas — maybe even to working
for the Rotunda.
Thank you.
Virginia Armiger Grant
Graduate Ass't

Dear Mr. Editor,
When I enrolled at this college
a year and a half ago, I was told
that all that was reauired for a
student to pre-register for
courses was the payment of the
tuition deposit and any
delinquent fines that may occur.
Yet this year I was handed some
survey,
of
about, and told that if I did not fill
it in and return it that I would not
be permitted to register for
classes. When I was informed of this fact, I
promptly threw my survey in the
trash! Now I may be wrong, Ix>rd
knows I have been before, but
where in the hell does the student handbook or the college
catalogue state that I have to
complete some asinine student
survey so that I may be eligible to
register for classes. If this
college wants to throw me out
because I have refused to fill in a
questionnaire, then to hell with
them, I'll go somewhere else and
take my seventeen hundred
dollar tuition with me. I'd be
interested in knowing Ms.
Gorski's and the board of
trustees' opinion on this.
Respectfully submitted,
John C. Colangelo
Editor's Sote: Get off Johnny C!

Editor of The Rotunda:
On the whole, the students at
Ixmgwood are a decent, funloving, and reasonably hardworking lot. Every now and then,
however, one or more real slimeballs bubbles to the surface. A
case in point concerns the recent
cutting down of a large, mature
slash pine tree behind I^ankford.
This malicious act of vandalism
occurred after Oktoberfest and
required planning, a saw and a
very malicious intent on the part
of the perpetrator*s). Not only
does this act deprive all of us of
the beauty and shade provided by
a mature tree, but it also reflects
on the values held by the entire
College community. As a result of
this act, the Landscape
Committee has decided to post a
$100 reward for information
leading to the arrest and
conviction (on a felony charge) of
the individual!s) responsible for
this desecration to our campus.
We hope to bring the responsible
individualist to justice, show the
good-will of the other concerned
campus citizens and discourage
further acts of malicious
vandalism on campus. If you
have any information that will
bear upon this incident please
contact one of the following
members of the Lancscape
Committee: David Briel or
Donald Merkle (Department of
Natural Sciences) or Homer
Springer (Department of Art).
Signed:
David Briel
Don Briel

Homer L. Springer Jr.
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By FRED GRANT
Recently, many of the students
at Longwood have been called
apathetic because they don't
participate
during
class
discussions, or in other activities.
Although we know that there
may be some apathetic students
here, it is our opinion that the
fear of being embarrassed and
insecurity are the major
participation blockers.
When they were in elementary
school, chances are that if they
gave a wrong answer they were
laughed at. In high school, they
weren't laughed at for giving a
wrong answer; but their
classmates probably made com-

ments about the answer they
gave. By the time they reach
college, some of the students who
have been laughed at are starting
to doubt themselves. If not,
maybe they've seen so many
other students "get by" without
asking questions or participating
and decide to do the same.
But we are not here to just "get
by," we are here to do better. It is
our obligation as students to
attempt to further our education.
To do this, we must ask and
answer questions, prepare and
study for our classes, encourage
other students to do the same,
and most importantly, we should
not ridicule our classmates.

Dear Editor:
I write in response to "Mr."
O'Connor's letter in the October
15 edition of the paper.
A person is considered an adult
when he acts responsibly. Anyone
who plays games with alcohol is
not an adult, no matter what his

chronological age is. Sadly, he
will probably never become one
and will continue to go around
whining when laws or rules are
passed which call upon him to
deny himself anything or to
exhibit self-discipline.

October 16,1985
Rotunda Editor:
Sir, I would like to begin by
commending you on your most
recent edition. In short I am
impressed. It was very well done
and showed a high degree of
professionalism and good quality
journalism. Unfortunately my
primary purpose in writing is not
merely commendation, it is
however, in response to a small
yet powerful and inappropriate
phrase contained within the story
headlined, "longwood Student
Critically Injured in Accident."
In this article found in your last
edition, the authors make what is
perceived to be a derogatory
reference to the ambulance that
"finally appeared ten minutes
after notification of the incident."
For the record, I would like you to
know that the call was received
by the dispatcher at 1:47 a.m. At
1:51 a.m. the rescue squad
marked "en route" and the first
rescue squad personnel arrived
at 1:52. This is a total of five
minutes after the call was
received, while the full crew were
in action on the scene by 1:55
a.m., a total of eight minutes

A. W. Frank

after the dispatcher received the
call and well within the twelve
minute guideline observed by
such fine § departments as
Chesterfield County, Norfolk
City, and Fairfax County, to
name a few. Granted, times can
always be improved but bear in
mind that after the dispatcher
receives a call he-she must then
awaken personnel (note 1:47 in
the morning), then allow time for
them to dress, and then race to
the scene.
As a student at IiOngwood as
well as a member of the Prince
Edward Volunteer Rescue
Squad, it bothers me to see such
comments as those quoted from
your fine paper.
In closing, I would like to
invite, with all sincerity, anyone
wishing to help improve response
times, and other facets of the
Rescue Squad, to come down and
volunteer a little time, 1 would
simply say, we do the best we can
and if that is not good enough, go
ahead, cut our salary.
Jay D. Fitzhugh
Box 3851..C.
Framville.Va. 23901

Seniors...!
ORDER CAPS & GOWNS
WED., OCT. 30 - 9:00 - 4:30 P.M.

LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE
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A.I.D.S.— Is Anyone Safe?
By JOHN TIPTON
Today in the United States
there are over 11,000 confirmed
cases of Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).
Currently the mortality rate is
estimated at 73 percent. If the
trend continues the number of
new cases will double every six
months.
In January of 1984 there were
only 3210 reported cases. It is
easy to see why a recent poll
revealed AIDS as one of the
biggest fears of Americans today
(AIDS is second, cancer is the
number one fear).
The first report of AIDS in the
United States was in "Morbidity
and Mortality Weekly Report" in
1981 when the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta discovered an unusual strain of pneumonia in
five previously healthy male
homosexuals. Following that
report the CDC received other
reports of male homosexuals who
had a similar disease triad. One
disease included was Kaposi's
Sarcoma. This disease was veryrare in the United States and had
only been detected prior in
transplant patients.
AIDS is not exclusively a
disease
for
homosexuals
although 73 percent of all cases
are in that group.
17 percent of the cases are

attributed to intravenous drug
abusers.
Hemophiliacs,
transfusion patients, and
heterosexuals each scored one
percent. Seven percent have been
• classified as other.
The symptoms of AIDS include
chills and nightsweats, chronic
diarrhea, a white blood cell count
of roughly 2000 below normal,
and substantial weight loss (up to
50 pounds in one year).
The disease can be in the
victim's body for quite some time
before being detected. Patients
who are suspected of contracting
the disease via a blood
transfusion or by "shooting up"
have a latency period of about 22
months. Homosexual males have
a variable latency period which is
difficult to pinpoint because of
the frequency and number of
sexual consorts.
What was thought true about
AIDS one year ago may not
necessarily be true today. One
thing that is known is that AIDS
can be contracted by the
transferring of body fluids from
an AIDS carrier to another
period. This can be achieved
through intercourse as well as a
drop of blood from an AIDS
victim entering an open wound.
Remember the sacred ritual of
becoming blood brothers? That
would not be advisable in this day
and time.

CLASSIFIEDS;
FOUND: One tan and white
female dog.
Stands approximately 4 inches off the
ground.
Found
in
the
viscinity of Pine St. and Redford St. Please claim. Call
Tricia
at
392-6822
or
Dorothea at 392-9605.

HELP WANTED- $60.00 PER
HUNDRED PAID for remailing
letters from home! Send self
addressed,
stamped
envelope for information'application. Associates, Box 95B, Roselle, NJ 07203.

Health
Beat

Vote For
My Guy...

By JUDILYNCH
expected to retain his title.) Did
November 5 . . . just another you also realize that should the
Tuesday, right? WRONG!! This Republican Candidates of
By DEIRDRE McKENDRY
November will prove' to be Durrette, Chichester and O'Brien
Smoking with that drink in your
extremely important to the states win, VA will be the first southern
hand seems like a casual leisure
of New Jersey and our very own state to have all three seats filled
activity, but both smoking and
Virginia as Republicans and by Republicans since Recondrinking at the same time is a
Democrats vie for the three struction? Another interesting
hidden killer.
largest state seats: Governor, Lt. fact stems from past encounters
For every puff you take with
Governor, and Attorney General. between Durrette and his
your drink, carcinogens in the
Having had the honor of opponent. This election will mark
cigarette tar are deposited in the
working with Wyatt B. Durrette, the second time these candidates
nasal cavity. The alcohol in the
Jr. (Republican candidate for will meet under election terms!!
drink acts like a solvent and
Governor) this summer, I have These are just a few interesting
dissolves the tar. Thus, the
carcinogens in the tar are become familiar with several points which I found to be
transported across membranes. interesting facts which many worthwhile to mention. Also ... a
people rarely consider. For reminder to continue with the
Also, both drinking and smoking
example, did you know that all Reagan agenda and get out there
damages the liver, causing it to
eyes are on VA as we head to the and put the three best men into
overload itself with work. While it
polls? (N.J.'s incumbent is office! (You know who they
battles alcohol, cigarette toxins
are!!!)
are allowed to enter the body.
The liver also clears fats from the
bloodstream. Alcohol decreases
the liver's ability to perform this
function. Drinking and smoking
at the same time results in
another type of hard work on
your system. Cigarette smoke
increases the coagulating
capacity of the blood. The
capillaries are thus clogged by
the blood cells due to this
coagulating action, and then food
RIB EYE STEAK DINNER
and oxygen have to struggle to
reach the body's cells. The
BUY ONE (For $6.95) — GET ONE FREE!
alcohol-tobacco combination
makes the transport of food and
oxygen doubly difficult. Result?
• Fresh Seafood
Hyperventalation, among other
• The Best Steak In Town
stresses on the body due to this
• Low Prices, Good Atmosphere
lack of oxygen.
Both long term use of alcoholtobacco results in cardiovascular
Buffet Sundays; Luncheon & Dinner Specials Daily
damage and liver damage. One
has to be aware to what extent his
RESERVATIONS GLADLY TAKEN
habits can do to his body. One
CALL 392-4500
little habit can do twice the
irreparable damage.

StudebakhA

By JUDITH BURKS
Your questions can be answered about proper dieting and
nutrition on Tuesday, October 29, at 7:30 p.m. in Coyner 205. Doris
Katzenburger, program coordinator of the Nutrition and Dairy
Council, will speak in the Home Economics Department. There will be
four nutrition computers set up to analyze your daily food intake and
what foods you need to add to your daily diet. Katzenburger will also
speak on how college students can improve their eating habits with the
right foods. Students who are dieting can find out the proper way to
diet with nutritional foods instead of starving themselves to lose
weight. All of those interested are invited, especially home economic,
computer, nutrition, P.E., pre-med and nursing majors.

PINO'S PIZZA
Large Peperoni Pizza
^
DELIVERY ONLY 50tf
9*°oK&
<&>

5:00 P.M. til Closing
Daily Specials
MONDAY

ITALIAN HOAGIE W/CHIPS

$6.25
^%
*o%»
"fa?
...$2.00

TUESDAY
$2.85

SPAGHETTI W/SALAD*

WEDNESDAY

Going Home This Weekend?
The ROTUNDA encourages you to VOTE on
Friday or Saturday for the upcoming state
elections. You can vote on absentee ballot in
person at your local registrars office or court
house. Call the registrar in your locality when
you go home.

$3.99

LASAGNA W/SALAD*

THURSDAY
$1.00 OFF LARGE OR 50' OFF MEDIUM
FRIDAY
$1.95

MEATBALL PAKMIGIANO

SATURDAY
$2.00

PIZZA STEAK

SUNDAY
BAKED ZITA W/SALAD*

I

' DINNER SPECIAL....25* EXTRA TO GO ONLY.

$3.2"

An "On-The-Ground
Newspaper"

Number One

Has Man's Best Friend Turned

NEWS BRIEFS:
Food Becomes
The Bottom Line
The second largest food service
|n the United States, ARA, has
iecided to culminate research
ind begin marketing their new
revolutionary food product.
Corporate executives have
Iecided on Longwood College, a
Ismail co-educational facility in
ISouth Central Virginia to begin
(experimenting with what is
•eferred to as the S.O.S.
Nutritional system. S.O.S. is

Oat To Be His Worst Fnemy
Recently, at an elite social
function in Washington, I was
introduced to the world renowned
Venchly Troissant Parotis IX.
The well-known crusader against
sexually transmitted diseases
was in an unusually glib mood as
he disucssed the newest sexally
transmitted disease: Herpaid.

simply an acronym used for
supplemental
Organic
suppository. "No comment" was
the standard reply when officials
were questioned on how students
would react to the drastic change
in eating method. However, one
source was quoted as saying,
"Down at the Wood they don't
care, they are used to getting it
up the palooka anyhow."

Performers Aid
In Her paid Aid

HERPAID: A WORKING DEFINITION .
HerpAid is a combination of Herpes Simplex II and Aids found in
dogs and humans. Transmitted from dog to dog through dog type
sexual contact, this disease causes a dog's throat to chafe and flake.
Through barking a dog transmits tiny particles of HerpAid simplex,
which immediately attach themselves to the nearest human. Humans
can transmit the disease back to dogs by allowing dogs to snatch
crackers from their mouths. Thus, the cycle is complete.

Since You Are
Probably Reading
This In Class, We
Provide This For

With the popularity and recent
tinancial success of benefit
:oncerts such as Live Aid and
Farm Aid, a proposed concert for
lerpaid is underway. The
tentative venues for concerts are
free clinics in San Francisco,
I Houston, Washington, D.C. and
I New York. Already scheduled to

apear are Paul Schaeffer from
the David Lettermen Show,
David Bowie, Elton John, Boy
George, and Marlon Perkins.
Members from the animal
kingdom pledging support
include Lassie, Benji, and Morris
the Cat contingent on the former
behaving.

Note Taking...

Oh No!

No sooner than their first child
I was born, Sonny Bono and Yoko
Ono have gone their separate
ways. It seems they couldn't
agree on a first name for their
healthy 7 lb. 3 oz. baby boy, born
[last week. Sonny was opting for

Salvatore Ono Bono Jr. while
Yoko wanted to name the child
Haiku Bono Ono. At this time the
child with possibly the world's
worst singing genes remains
unnamed.

Cr Wha Qusaw
Within the last year the French
I Croissant has emerged as the
latest popular food item in many
franchise fast food restaurants.
Although popular, the Croissant
has run into a problem with
semantics and marketing. It
seems 75 percent of the fast food
population is unable to pronounce

the French pastry correctly.
Many men have said that they
feel emasculated simply by
asking for a croissant. The
marketing magnates of Madison
Avenue have luckily stepped in
and saved us from our own
ignorance. We now are blessed
with Cresent sandwiches and the
Cre-Sandwich. Whew!

Dear Rotunda,
As you are aware my contacts in the Capital have informed me that
the HerpAid simplex has found its way into the highest office of this
nation. It seems that the White House dog, Lucky, has contracted a
rare strain of the HerpAid virus. Officials in the administration
believe that Lucky's romp last month with the Haitian ambassador's
dog Baby Doc may have been Lucky's unlucky day. Informed sources,
who refused to identify themselves believe that Baby Doc may have
been involved in a dog type sexual contact maneuver with Lucky.
Insiders say that Lucky, who was given to the President by Rock
Hudson, is on his way to France for experimental treatment. Lucky
will reportedly undergo treatment of the Pasteur Clinic in Paris and
will then be whisked to the Betty Ford rehab center in California.
Officials will only say they are "concerned" when questioned on
HerpAid. Lucky had no comment.
Venchley Troissant Parotis IX

Joke Of
The Week
Q - Why do Longwood students THE ROTUNDA QUESTIONS
Venchley Troissant Parotis IX
hang their diplomas in the rear
view mirrors of their cars?
Q: Why do you risk your life investigating the new killer disease
A — So they can use the HerpAid Simplex?
handicapped parking spaces.
A: I feel that life is a gift, and the gift of life cannot be taken for
granted, and these are the reasons that justify my never-ending quest
for a cure to HerpAid Simplex.
Q: So what does HerpAid mean to the average I^ngwoodian? How
can I avoid getting HerpAid?
A: What does it mean? What does it mean what does it mean?
What do you think I am, an idiot? It means if a dog carrying the
disease barks in your face, you're going to die! Also, if you see a dog
have dog type sexual contact with another dog you shouldn't let it bark
in your face. However, if you have HerpAid you shouldn't let a dog
snatch a cracker from your mouth. What does it mean?
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(Parotis shakes his head with
disgust.)

Do You Know When It's Time To Clean Your Room?
By JOHNNY PASTINO
and DAVE BUCHANAN
Do you know when it's time to
clean your room? We've been
here for eight weeks now and just
last week I started smelling a
strong rotton odor under my bed.
I carefully looked underneath it
and found It a peanut butter
sandwich that I dropped the

Roving Reporter
"How would you react if a classmate of yours was diagnosed as
having contracted aids?"

second day of classes. Well, let us
give you a few suggestions for
when it's time to clean your
room. If
— you notice an unidentifiable
odor coming from your trashcan.
Upon further investigation, you
find a beer can from the first

week of school with cigarette
ashes in it, and a spilled can of
tomato juice.
— The pile of newspapers is as
high as your loft.
— You look in your closet for
something to wear and your
closet is empty except for your
overcoat and your Sunday suit.
— When you can't find your
bed.
— Someone comes in your
room and compliments you on
your colorful rug and then
realizes that it's just clothes.
— The bathroom walls turn a
sick green color.
— Your towels smell like sour
milk.
— The shower curtain suddenly
develops a floral print.
— You have 13 bags from
different stores all full of trash
and beer cans.
— Your white bedsheets turn
brown.
— You can never find the phone
before they hang up.
— You turn your stereo on and
dust flies out from it.
— You can write the rough
draft of your English paper on
your desk in the dust.
— You open the refrigerator to
find six cups half-full of
unidentifiable liquid.
— You pick up a piece of paper
and find part of a chicken
sandwich you stole from the
dining hall 2 weeks ago.
If this hasn't made you realize
that your room needs cleaning
and don't take our advice to clean
it; one day you may hear a
banging sound in the hall and go
outside to find Ric Wiebl nailing a
Disaster Area sign on your door.

Pastino Photo

ByKIMSETZER
You know it's time to clean
Could this be a photographer's conception of Rlc Weibl 30 years our room when:
from now? Looks like he didn't get his $100 damage deposit In on time. — your residence hall uses your
room for the trash room
— when your friends make it to
your bed, they put a flag in it
IN THE JOEL HYATT TRADITION...
— you sell the fungus breeding
in your refrigerator to the
infirmary as penicillian
— the zoology lab uses your
FROM
sock drawer to breed specimens
— your roommate has
THE MEDICAL TRIUMVIRATE OF FARMVILLE
quarantined his side
Doc Terzorders - Doc Tori - Doc Pay
— a priest has exorcised your
room
ABORTION:
— your goldfish begged to be
Contested, $200.00
flushed
and set free
Uncontested, $50.00
— your plants are given last
rites
CIRCUMCISION:
— you've had a visitor for an
Contested, $95.00
hour
and you are just noticing
Uncontested, A buck and change (plus handling
him
costs)
— your friends comment on
your new green rug . . . and you
TNE DIP:
don't have one.
Cure, $25.00

"What happens to you when you blow dry your hair while standing
in a puddle of water?"
\

OFFICER R. COSS

CHRIS ERAD-COUPE

'First thing, I'd feel sorry as "I would just likc.Naw, it
the devil for them... Second thing would not bother me, I would still
I would not be worried about go to classes and shit as long as it
contracting it."
was not my roommate."
"You're gonna get the hell "Oh,
you
shocked out of you."
electrocuted?"

HARRIS
"It would not bother me, I just
would not have intercourse with
them anymore."
"I don't know, I don't blow dry
my hair."

don't

get

CHARLES DAVID CREASEY
"It would depend on what
relation the person was to me on
howl would react."
"Your hair won't get dry."

LOW COST MED CARE

KIM KENWORTHY
"It depends on whether I knew
if the person was a homosexual or
not...If I did not, I'd be surprised
or startled...I would feel hurt for
the person."

The Weekender Special, $3.50

"Nothing, you would not get
shocked."

"Stay away from me."
"You would probably get
zapped."
Pastino Photo

»
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THANK
By BETTY BRYANT
Robert Clater is a member of a
national "top 200." In fact, he's
the youngest member of that
special group.
Clater, working with the
managers of two 7-Eleven Stores
in the Manassas area, raised
$23,400 for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association during
summer 1985. The three are
among the top 200 fund-raisers
for MDA in the United States.
A junior at I>ongwood College,
Clater works part-time for 7Eleven. Because of his
enthusiasm and aptitude, he
received special permission from
company management to be his
store's "MDA representative."
7-Eleven Stores have been
involved in MDA fund-raising for
10 years, Clater said, and have
raised $42 million during that
period. "Jerry Lewis asked
for help from the company, and
he's certainly received it. Next to
customer service, raising funds
for MDA is the greatest priority
of 7-Eleven employees," he said.
The company sponsors a
national competition among its
store managers and this year is
rewarding the 200 most
successful MDA money raisers
with a six-day trip to Hawaii in
November.
Clater employed a variety of
fund-raising tactics, some of
which were arduous. For 32-anda-half hours, he sat in "jail" — a
small cage with metal bars set up
in a parking lot. That feat
brought in more than $500.
He spent 30 hours on a teetertotter, with two other Ixmgwood
students — Mary Jane Carney
and John Waters - taking turns
on the other end. "I lost eight
pounds and couldn't walk when I
first got off," Clater said.
"We did the usual stuff, too,
like bake sales and yard sales.
We had little kids go door-to-door
asking for donations. People will
usually respond to little kids," he
said.
The approach that worked best
was simple and straightforward.
Clater calls it "working the
stoplights."
"You just get a permit, go to a
stoplight, and ask for donations
while people are waiting for the
light to change," he said. "People
will give! I couldn't believe the
response." His best record was
$800 in two hours.
"Occasionally someone would
give a big bill — like the woman
who gave $20 because her son has
muscular dystrophy — but
mostly we got change," he said.
After one evening of
stoplighting, he rolled 147 rolls of
pennies. "And you're not too
popular with the people at the
bank when you keep walking in
with several hundred dollars in
quarters."

Sometimes the response was
negative. "A few people said they
wouldn't give because they think
Jerry Lewis is on drugs or that he
gets all the money," Clater said.

(
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His biggest disappointment
was his visit to the Pentagon. "I
got this bright idea to go to the
main entrance at the Pentagon
and ask for donations," Clater
said. "It took more than a month
to get the required permit, and I
took in only $36!"
The cooperation of town
officials, businesses, and local
radio and newspaper were
essential ingredients in Clater's
success, he said. "Many people
were just great in supporting our
effort — like the Nissan-Datsun
dealer who donated a new truck
for the winner of our Hands-On
Contest (person who stood with
his-her hands on the truck
without movement for the longest
period of time)."
He's already planning to raise
$50,000 for MDA next summer. "I
think we can double what we did
this year," he said. "I'm working
a deal with a race track owner
who has promised to donate one
night's gate and concession

SMOKING
ON NOV.

~)WUT7
7Q 1-FN/I
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

1

SATURDAY

10 12

THE CAPTAIN &
THE COUNT

12-2

JAZZ
(Except Oct. 12)

24

YOU
FOR NOT

receipts as a tax write-off. That
should bring in $25,000 in one
lump."
In the meantime, he'll work to
keep his grades up at Longwood
where he is majoring in
government with a minor in
business.
"7-Eleven has this career
planning program to encourage
young employees to stay with the
company," Clater said. "If they
think you have a future in the
company, they will reimburse
you for 80 percent of college
expenses. But you have to
maintain a C-or-above average.
"Also, I have to keep up-to-date
in all my classes so I can take
that week off next month to go to
Hawaii."
Join the Great American Smokeout
Next summer,
Clater's Thursday, November 21. Quit for one
younger sister will be working for
day and you might quit for good.
7-Eleven and competing with him
in raising funds for MDA. "She
AMERICAN
doesn't have a chance," he said.
VCANCER
"With that race track deal I'm
I SOCIETY
going to blow her out of the
water!"

MARCHELIE &
BETH

JIM LONG

RAD & SUSIE
MODERN MUSIC

SCOTT
WOODSON
NEWWAVE

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THE CAPTAIN &
THE COUNT

CLASSICAL MUSIC

FRED
GRANT

MIKE HORINKO

THE DOCTOR
DANCE AND
NOW WAVE

MATT AND
RITCHIE

SCOTT WOODSON

TOP 40
4 6

KAREN & MARIAN
TIME BANDITS
OLD & NEW ROCK

KAREN &
MARIAN
TIMEBANDITS

JANET MOORE

THE DAVE SHOW

68

MELANIE &
BETH
TOP SOUL

KELLY &
ANGEL
FUNK

DAVE SHOW

DOCTOR
OBLIVIAN KICK
ASS R & R
SHOW

NATASHA
MAHMOOD

KAREN HADDOCK
THE PARADOX
SHOW NEW WAVE ALBUM ROCK
AND SYNTHETICS

8 10

CINDY TAPP
COUNTRY

JONAH HEX
HARDCORE

ISRAEL
GRAULUN
ALBUM ROCK

ANTONIO WITH
MORE
BLUES EXPERIENCE

COMMANDO
RANDO

THE COUNTRY
CONNECTION
WITH SONNY

CHERYL
LaCROIX

10 12

JAMMING WITH
EDWARD
PSYCHEDELIC
MUSIC & OLDIES

DENNIS MORLEY
AND
JAY FREEMAN

CARL ACKERMAN
HEADBANGER
HEAVEN

ANTONIO WITH
MORE BLUES
EXPERIENCE

SUNDAY NITE
BLOCK PARTY
WITH
MIKE HORINKO

KEVIN IN THE MIX
RAPP MUSIC

KEITH RACER
VARIETY ROCK

JOHN COLANGELO
MOODS & RITUALS

OCT<)BER 30 - NOVEMBER!i

Newspaper Explodes; One Sig Ep Killed
In a bizarre tale of journalistic
travesty and ecumenical intrigue
and other worldlyism, a
strategism but truism occurred
last weekend.
It seems an unidentified
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
(identity being withheld until
family can be notified) was killed
last week when an edition of The
Richmond Times-Dispatch
exploded in the vicinity of page
A6.
In the photo we see the remains
of this poor young, well-informed
man.
Rumors have been flying and
The Rotunda has learned that the
alcohol concoction seen in the
photo was placed there by a
confused paperboy trying to save
his job.
One man on the scene known as
"The Shroomer" to admirers,
said: "Like, hold on, okay, I've
never seen someting so
magnanimous, like I know that
The Richmond Times-Dispatch is
known for a few misquotes and
grammatical mistakes, but this
is totally, um, out of sine with my
understanding of the realm." Yes
indeed, clam down, young man.
Sources say that Palestinians
were seen in the area, but seemed
preoccupied with finding worms

Homos Recognized
The spread of Acquired-Immune-Deficiency-Syndrome
(AIDS) has made Gay Awareness Week obsolete. In truth, AIDS
has forced gay awareness year-round.
Nevertheless, in our true liberal spirit, The Rotunda will do
its share to advance the gay cause. Once again, The Rotunda
will give the Longwood community an opportunity to show their
support for homosexuals. Only this time we'll do it right.
Beginning tomorrow, Wednesday, October 30, we will begin the
celebration of Gay Awareness Trimester. During this period, we
will all be given the opportunity to show our support of homos by
wearing blue jeans, baseball caps, weight belts, any type of
undergarment and-or a swatch watch.

Support Your Local Limp-Wrist

to go fishing.
In a totally unrelated event,
several young coeds were seen
laughing hysterically about their
English professor's obsession

Pastino Photo
with poor taste in journalism, the
poor old coot.
Also it has been suggested that
you should never count your
girlfriends or boyfriends.

ucHtm§
118 W. THIRD
FARMVILLE,
VIRGINIA
392-6755

HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm

Wake Up!
By LEE RICHARDS
A funny thought occurred to me
on the way home for Fall break
as I pulled the car off the
shoulder for the third time in five
minutes — how in the world do
people like truck drivers keep
from falling asleep at the wheel
on those long hauls?
Granted, I only had to travel
173 miles, but after a week of
losing sleep to study for midterms (not to mention making a
few newspaper deadlines) that
three hour drive seemed to drag
on forever.
So, in order to make sure that
I got home safely, I started
coming up with different ways to
keep myself awake. Here's what
I came up with:
• Play the radio very loud and
sing along with it. This usually
isn't too effective since you've
packed your speakers in with
dirty laundry, but try it if you can
— people very rarely sing in their
sleep (Note: knowing the words
to the songs is optional).
• Drink lots of coffee or cola —

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
THURSDAY NIGHT "ALL YOU CAN EAT"
SPAGHETTI WITH SALAD BAR...S3.75
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
FRESH SEAFOOD

if the caffeine doesn't keep you
awake, having to stop to go to the
bathroom will.
t Open the window or turn the
air conditioner on — this will
usually give you a cold, but at
least you'll be alive to enjoy it.
• Play the air drums — by
physically exerting yourself you
generate adrenaline. If nothing
else, this method amuses the hell
out of the rest of us and thusly
keeps us awake.
• Stab yourself in the arm with
your fingernail — pain is another
good way to generate adrenaline,
but this method can be dangerous
if you get pulled over by the
police. Fingernail grooves look
surprisingly like track marks
(try to explain that one to your
parents).
• Wait until you fall asleep so
that when you hit the shoulders
it'll scare you awake. (Note: My
brother used this method once
and scared himself awake

enough to drive 300 miles
straight. He was shaking when he
got there — but at least he got
there).
• If worse comes to worse, pull
over to a rest stop and take a nap.
Try to dream about ax murderers
and werewolves so that the first
person who knocks on the window
to see if you are alright really
wakes you up!
• Take the bus.
• Don't go home.
Someone also suggested
getting one of those electronic
beepers to put in your ears so that
when you nod your head it goes
off. The only problem with that is
that most people can drive while
asleep for hours without moving
their heads an inch. If you don't
have that problem, try sticking a
toothpick in the collar of your
shirt so that when you nod your
head, you'll get a little shock. At
least that way, you can save
some money.

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 10-7;
Sat. 9-5

iTANNIFNJEi

RsALoraE

FIRST VISIT
FREE!
STOP IN OR CALL

"Ke«p your tan y«or round."

SPECIAL!
100 MIN. REG. $19.95

NOW $16.95
THRU NOVEMBER!

FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
392-4955 '
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Durrette Supports Education

When it comes to mixing
politics with education, Wyatt
Durrette, Republican candidate
for Governor, feels that he is the
best man for the job. His 18-point
Agenda for Excellence in
Education
stresses
the
importance of education while
also explaining the importance of
those who are doing the actual
educating ... the teachers of this
state.
Whatt supports merit pay as a
means of encouraging and
rewarding excellence. By this,
Wyat is saying that teachers
deserve to be rewarded for their
acts, just as the students are
rewarded for the amount of time
and work they put into their
studies. As a result, the state will
be able to increase the salaries of
those teachers who deserve the
raise, rather than go into debt by
raising the salary of all teachers
in this state.
The reform package which
Wyatt proposes will bring about a
major financial commitment to
education which will show great
improvements in our public
school system. The Standards of
Quality which Wyatt desires for
public education will include
merit pay as well as other
reforms. It is predicted that $500
million in additional funds will be
available during the next 2 year
state budget period. How the
funds are spent is the primary
question being asked. Wyatt
believes that his reforms will

give public education a new
meaning as well as educating
children with the much needed
skills which they are not
receiving today.
Among the proposals which
Wyatt has made in his 18-point
policy plan are:
Family
Savings-forEducation Act. Allows parents to
create a special savings account,
similar to an Individual
Retirement Account, for their
children's education; state
income tax deducations of up to
$2,500 of the annual amount
deposited; savings tax free only
if used for a child's college
education; otherwise, funds
would be taxed at the usual rate.
Tax incentives for
businesses that become actively
involved in local public schools.
— Scholarships for teachers to
continue their education.
— Iiocal-option to elect school
board members.
— Curriculum and textbook
reform.
— Education-in-Virginia
Summit: Bring together parents,
civic and business leaders, school
board members, teachers,
principals, students. Goal: To
discuss what every child should
learn in school.
— Optional Virginia Regents
Exam: Help establish a
voluntary
benchmark
of
excellence for college-bound
seniors.
— Master Principal-Master
Administrator Career ladder.

Crime Solvers At L.C.
By KIM DEANER
Prince Edward County in
cooperation with Longwood
College, Hampden-Sydney, and
the town of Farmville is in the
process of organizing a Prince
Edward Crime Solvers that
should be in action by Nov. 1,
1985.
Crime Solvers is set up to offer
a cash reward to the community
for providing information for any
crime. If a caller wishes to
remain anonymous then a
number is assigned and a cash
delivery will be in the strictest of
confidence. The rewards can
vary from $150.00 for information <
leading to the conviction of a car
thief or as high as $1,000.00
Crime Solvers is composed of a
Board of Directors from the
community. logwood's Board

member Rick Hurley, Vice
President of Business Affairs,
holds the office of secretary. As a
Board member he will be
responsible
for
getting
contributions from Longwood
College and determination of
rewards based on the crime.

Academic Probation
By LISA LINDSAY
In order to alleviate the
problems of last year's Academic
Probation policy, the Academic
Affairs office has created a new
policy to go into effect
immediately.
The first problem was the large
number of probation categories.
There were systems of regular
probation for: freshmen whose
cumulative quality point average
is less than 1.0 at the end of the
first semester, freshmen whose
cumulative quality point average
is less than 1.6 at the end of the
academic year, sophomores
whose cumulative quality point
average is less than 1.8 at the end
of the academic year, Juniors
whose cumulative quality point
average is less than 2.0. In
addition there was a "fast"
system for any student earning
less than .5 in any semester.
Having so many systems made
record-keeping a cumbersome
process. A second problem was
the difficulty of determining two
conditions
for
Academic
Probation (GPA and number of
semesters in attendance) and of
keeping student histories. Since
our present computer stores
grades only for the most recent
semester, all student histories
have to be followed manually — a
process complicated by those
students withdrawing and
reentering at different times, and
those being placed on different
categories
of
Academic
Probation. A third problem was
the lengthy suspension periods.
The suspension periods of the old
policy were one year suspension
— followed by one year on
Academic Probation — followed
by a 5-year suspension.
It was decided something had
to be done with all these
problems, so a new policy was
established to go into effect
second semester. The new policy
states: Students are expected to
make reasonable academic
progress and must maintain a
specified grade point average on
the number of hours attempted to
remain in good standing.
Students who fall below the
minimum
standards
for
continuance (shown in the table
in the new catalog on pages 33-34)
at any time will be placed on

academic probation or suspended
from school for one semester
immediately following. Decisions
about continuance at the College
will be made on the basis of all
grades on record at the end of
each semester.
Since academic probation
indicates serious academic
difficulty, students on probation
are encouraged to seek
assistance
in
improving
academic standing. While on
probation students are not
permitted to participate in
intercollegiate competitive
activities or to hold an office or a
chairmanship of a standing
committee of a student
organization.
Academic suspension means
required withdrawal from the
College for a period of one
semester immediately following
a session in which there was not a
sufficient grade point average.
Students may appeal suspension
decisions to the Faculty Petitions
Committee, particularly when
there have been extenuating
circumstances.
The third suspension is
considered permanent; however,
students
may
request
reconsideration of the Faculty
Petitions Committee after a
period of five years, particularly
when there
have
been
extenuating circumstances.
The new policy will help

everyone involved. It will cut
down on the cumbersome amount
of paperwork and help organize
the system. For the student,
there will be early notification of
one's academic status to be
printed on one's grade sheet, and
clear indications of the GPA
needed in order to avoid
academic
probation
and
suspension.
The college faculty expects this
new system to alleviate current
problems of record-keeping,
overlapping probation
categories, and the tendency (of
some students) to procrastinate
in improving their grades.
While the system looks
complicated at first glance, with
a little practice you really should
find it easy to use. If anyone has
any questions on the New
academic probation policy or the
college transition to it, please
phone Dr. Sarah Young at 804392-9262.
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Newspaper Explodes; One Sig Ep Killed
In a bizarre tale of journalistic
travesty and ecumenical intrigue
and other worldlyism, a
strategism but truism occurred
last weekend.
It seems an unidentified
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
(identity being withheld until
family can be notified) was killed
last week when an edition of The
Richmond Times-Dispatch
exploded in the vicinity of page
A6.
In the photo we see the remains
of this poor young, well-informed
man.
Rumors have been flying and
The Rotunda has learned that the
alcohol concoction seen in the
photo was placed there by a
confused paperboy trying to save
his job.
One man on the scene known as
"The Shroomer" to admirers,
said: "Like, hold on, okay, I've
never seen someting so
magnanimous, like I know that
The Richmond Times-Dispatch is
known for a few misquotes and
grammatical mistakes, but this
is totally, um, out of sine with my
understanding of the realm." Yes
indeed, clam down, young man.
Sources say that Palestinians
were seen in the area, but seemed
preoccupied with finding worms

Homos Recognized
The spread of Acquired-Immune-Deficiency-Syndrome
(AIDS) has made Gay Awareness Week obsolete. In truth, AIDS
has forced gay awareness year-round.
Nevertheless, in our true liberal spirit, The Rotunda will do
its share to advance the gay cause. Once again, The Rotunda
will give the Longwood community an opportunity to show their
support for homosexuals. Only this time we'll do it right.
Beginning tomorrow, Wednesday, October 30, we will begin the
celebration of Gay Awareness Trimester. During this period, we
will all be given the opportunity to show our support of homos by
wearing blue jeans, baseball caps, weight belts, any type of
undergarment and-or a swatch watch.

Support Your Local Limp-Wrist

to go fishing.
In a totally unrelated event,
several young coeds were seen
laughing hysterically about their
English professor's obsession

Pastino Photo
with poor taste in journalism, the
poor old coot.
Also it has been suggested that
you should never count your
girlfriends or boyfriends.

118 W. THIRD
FARMVILLE,
VIRGINIA

392-6755

HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm

Wake Up!

I.

By LEE RICHARDS
A funny thought occurred to me
on the way home for Fall break
as I pulled the car off the
shoulder for the third time in five
minutes — how in the world do
people like truck drivers keep
from falling asleep at the wheel
on those long hauls?
Granted, I only had to travel
173 miles, but after a week of
losing sleep to study for midterms (not to mention making a
few newspaper deadlines) that
three hour drive seemed to drag
on forever.
So, in order to make sure that
I got home safely, I started
coming up with different ways to
keep myself awake. Here's what
I came up with:
• Play the radio very loud and
sing along with it. This usually
isn't too effective since you've
packed your speakers in with
dirty laundry, but try it if you can
— people very rarely sing in their
sleep (Note: knowing the words
to the songs is optional).
• Drink lots of coffee or cola —

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
THURSDAY NIGHT "ALL YOU CAN EAT"
SPAGHETTI WITH SALAD BAR...$3.75
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
FRESH SEAFOOD

if the caffeine doesn't keep you
awake, having to stop to go to the
bathroom will.
• Open the window or turn the
air conditioner on — this will
usually give you a cold, but at
least you'll be alive to enjoy it.
f Play the air drums — by
physically exerting yourself you
generate adrenaline. If nothing
else, this method amuses the hell
out of the rest of us and thusly
keeps us awake.
• Stab yourself in the arm with
your fingernail — pain is another
good way to generate adrenaline,
but this method can be dangerous
if you get pulled over by the
police. Fingernail grooves look
surprisingly like track marks
(try to explain that one to your
parents).
• Wait until you fall asleep so
that when you hit the shoulders
it'll scare you awake. (Note: My
brother used this method once
and scared himself awake

enough to drive 300 miles
straight. He was shaking when he
got there — but at least he got
there).
• If worse comes to worse, pull
over to a rest stop and take a nap.
Try to dream about ax murderers
and werewolves so that the first
person who knocks on the window
to see if you are alright really
wakes you up!
• Take the bus.
• Don't go home.
Someone also suggested
getting one of those electronic
beepers to put in your ears so that
when you nod your head it goes
off. The only problem with that is
that most people can drive while
asleep for hours without moving
their heads an inch. If you don't
have that problem, try sticking a
toothpick in the collar of your
shirt so that when you nod your
head, youll get a little shock. At
least that way, you can save
some money.

JSSatf
ITANNIIXIB
K»«p your tan y«or round."

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 10-7;
Sat. 9-5

FIRST VISIT
FREE!
STOP IN OR CALL

SPECIAL!
100 MIN. REG. $19.95

NOW $16.95
THRU NOVEMBER!

FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
392-4955'
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Durrette Supports Education

When it comes to mixing
politics with education, Wyatt
Durrette, Republican candidate
for Governor, feels that he is the
best man for the job. His 18-point
Agenda for Excellence in
Education
stresses
the
importance of education while
also explaining the importance of
those who are doing the actual
educating ... the teachers of this
state.
Whatt supports merit pay as a
means of encouraging and
rewarding excellence. By this,
Wyat is saying that teachers
deserve to be rewarded for their
acts, just as the students are
rewarded for the amount of time
and work they put into their
studies. As a result, the state will
be able to increase the salaries of
those teachers who deserve the
raise, rather than go into debt by
raising the salary of all teachers
in this state.
The reform package which
Wyatt proposes will bring about a
major financial commitment to
education which will show great
improvements in our public
school system. The Standards of
Quality which Wyatt desires for
public education will include
merit pay as well as other
reforms. It is predicted that $500
million in additional funds will be
available during the next 2 year
state budget period. How the
funds are spent is the primary
question being asked. Wyatt
believes that his reforms will

give public education a new
meaning as well as educating
children with the much needed
skills which they are not
receiving today.
Among the proposals which
Wyatt has made in his 18-point
policy plan are:
Family
Savings-forEducation Act. Allows parents to
create a special savings account,
similar to an Individual
Retirement Account, for their
children's education; state
income tax deducations of up to
$2,500 of the annual amount
deposited; savings tax free only
if used for a child's college
education; otherwise, funds
would be taxed at the usual rate.
Tax incentives for
businesses that become actively
involved in local public schools.
— Scholarships for teachers to
continue their education.
— Ix)cal-option to elect school
board members.
— Curriculum and textbook
reform.
— Education-in-Virginia
Summit: Bring together parents,
civic and business leaders, school
board members, teachers,
principals, students. Goal: To
discuss what every child should
learn in school.
— Optional Virginia Regents
Exam: Help establish a
voluntary
benchmark
of
excellence for college-bound
seniors.
— Master Principal-Master
Administrator Career ladder.

Crime Solvers At L.C.
By KIM DEANER
Prince Edward County in
cooperation with Longwood
College, Hampden-Sydney, and
the town of Farmville is in the
process of organizing a Prince
Edward Crime Solvers that
should be in action by Nov. 1,
1985.
Crime Solvers is set up to offer
a cash reward to the community
for providing information for any
crime. If a caller wishes to
remain anonymous then a
number is assigned and a cash
delivery will be in the strictest of
confidence. The rewards can
vary from $150.00 for information
leading to the conviction of a car
thief or as high as $1,000.00
Crime Solvers is composed of a
Board of Directors from the
community. Ixmgwood's Board

member Rick Hurley, Vice
President of Business Affairs,
holds the office of secretary. As a
Board member he will be
responsible
for
getting
contributions from Longwood
College and determination of
rewards based on the crime.

Academic Probation
By LISA LINDSAY
In order to alleviate the
problems of last year's Academic
Probation policy, the Academic
Affairs office has created a new
policy to go into effect
immediately.
The first problem was the large
number of probation categories.
There were systems of regular
probation for: freshmen whose
cumulative quality point average
is less than 1.0 at the end of the
first semester, freshmen whose
cumulative quality point average
is less than 1.6 at the end of the
academic year, sophomores
whose cumulative quality point
average is less than 1.8 at the end
of the academic year, Juniors
whose cumulative quality point
average is less than 2.0. In
addition there was a "fast"
system for any student earning
less than .5 in any semester.
Having so many systems made
record-keeping a cumbersome
process. A second problem was
the difficulty of determining two
conditions for Academic
Probation (GPA and number of
semesters in attendance) and of
keeping student histories. Since
our present computer stores
grades only for the most recent
semester, all student histories
have to be followed manually — a
process complicated by those
students withdrawing and
reentering at different times, and
those being placed on different
categories
of
Academic
Probation. A third problem was
the lengthy suspension periods.
The suspension periods of the old
policy were one year suspension
— followed by one year on
Academic Probation — followed
by a 5-year suspension.
It was decided something had
to be done with all these
problems, so a new policy was
established to go into effect
second semester. The new policy
states: Students are expected to
make reasonable academic
progress and must maintain a
specified grade point average on
the number of hours attempted to
remain in good standing.
Students who fall below the
minimum
standards
for
continuance (shown in the table
in the new catalog on pages 33-34)
at any time will be placed on

academic probation or suspended
from school for one semester
immediately following. Decisions
about continuance at the College
will be made on the basis of all
grades on record at the end of
each semester.
Since academic probation
indicates serious academic
difficulty, students on probation
are encouraged to seek
assistance
in
improving
academic standing. While on
probation students are not
permitted to participate in
intercollegiate competitive
activities or to hold an office or a
chairmanship of a standing
committee of a student
organization.
Academic suspension means
required withdrawal from the
College for a period of one
semester immediately following
a session in which there was not a
sufficient grade point average.
Students may appeal suspension
decisions to the Faculty Petitions
Committee, particularly when
there have been extenuating
circumstances.
The third suspension is
considered permanent; however,
students
may
request
reconsideration of the Faculty
Petitions Committee after a
period of five years, particularly
when
there
have
been
extenuating circumstances.
The new policy will help

everyone involved. It will cut
down on the cumbersome amount
of paperwork and help organize
the system. For the student,
there will be early notification of
one's academic status to be
printed on one's grade sheet, and
clear indications of the GPA
needed in order to avoid
academic
probation
and
suspension.
The college faculty expects this
new system to alleviate current
problems of record-keeping,
overlapping probation
categories, and the tendency (of
some students) to procrastinate
in improving their grades.
While the system looks
complicated at first glance, with
a little practice you really should
find it easy to use. If anyone has
any questions on the New
academic probation policy or the
college transition to it, please
phone Dr. Sarah Young at 804392-9262.
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Effort To Renew
Apathetic Situation Higher Education Act

By KIM SETZER
The ongoing problems still
exist here at longwood — the
student's apathy and Ixmgwood
being known as a "Suitcase
College." A person trying to
correct these problems is Paul
Striffilino, head of the Student
Union. Striffilino feels that
students should try and take
advantage of the Student Union.
He states, "to me the Student
Union is a student organization
which pnviries leadership in
bringing in entertainment,
recreational, social and religious
programs for Longwood's
campus and surrounding
communities."
The problem is getting students
to become more involved and to
stay here on the weekends. The
Student Union will give out
surveys in the springs to find out
what students want to see. This
includes choices in particular
programs, film choice, live music
and lectures.
Striffilino
agrees
that
Ixmgwood needs to get in big
bands. But decent bands cost
between $15,000 and $20,000. The

price of the ticket is so large that
students can't afford it. Acts like
Tina Turner are asking around
$70,000. Striffilino is currently
talking to the Dean of Students at
Hampden-Sydney College about a
joint venture in getting a large
act There needs to be a neutral
spot so both campuses can feel
equal. If it is outdoors and it
rains, there will be a significant
loss of money.
S-UN has brought a number of
small bands and entertainers.
Bringing in single entertainers
and having them perform in the
lancer Cafe is more intimate and
more like a club. I^ast year there
were many "teasers" in the
dining hall. A teaser is when the
performer gives a taste of his act
during dinner. But this causes
problems because performers
usually get to the school after
dinner, or they need that time to
set up. Striffilno states,
"Students should take advantage
of the activities sponsored by
SUN because that is where a
large part of their student
activities fees go to."

Concert
The Longwood College Flute Ensemble will present a concert at
8:00 p.m. on Thursday, October 31,1985, at the Molnar Recital Hall of
Wygal Music building. The members of this group are Carole Smith,
Jana Wells, Wendy Palmore, Joy Mapp, Treena Tomlinson, and Ms.
Patricia Werrell, director. Presented in this concert will be pieces by
Reicha, Kuhlau, Bach, and Kummer. This concert is free and open to
the public.

Dos Passos Prize
The 1985 John Dos Passos Prize
for Literature will be presented
to novelist Russell Banks at 8:00
p.m. Tuesday, October 29 in
Wygal's Molinar Recital Hall.
Mr. Banks, who spent a week at
Longwood last March as a
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow,
will receive a medal and a $1000
cash award for his literary

achievements, including his
latest nove. Continental Drift,
which has been hailed by
reviewers as both a great
American novel
and a
masterpiece.
All are invited to attend the
presentation and a reading by
Mr. Banks.

The IxHigwood College Series of
Performing Arts will present an
international treat for the entire
family - The Chinese Golden
Dragon
Acrobats
and
Magicians of Taipei. The show,
on Wednesday, October 30, at 8
p.m. in Jarman Auditorium, is
part of the Golden Dragon
ensemble's first American tour.
For more than 2,000 years,
Chinese variety entertainments
were extremely popular with the
Emperors and the mass public.
Today,
these
beautifully
costumes performers tour their
ancient culture throughout the
world.
The tradition of excellence in

feats of balance, juggling, magic,
gymnastics and acrobatics has
been confined mainly to a few
Chinese families. The widelyrecognized Chang family has
been considered the best in all of
China.
Many Changs have been
featured on television, as
featured artists with famous
celebrities, and on world-wide
tours. Now, for the first time, the
Chang family ensemble is touring
the world with their own
complete show.
General admission to the show
is $5.00. Tickets will be available
at the door or may be obtained in
advance at the I^ankford Student
Union, telephone 392-9347.

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) The current effort to renew the
landmark Higher Education Act,
which sets the outlines of federal
college policy through the next
five years, has broadened into a
spirited debate over just howinvolved the federal government
should be in higher education.
By law, Congress must renew
the act every five years.
In the past, the renewal
processes has featured routine
political arguments over whether
to start new programs and how
much money to give old ones.
This time, led by U.S.
Education Secretary William
Bennett, critics are promoting a
series of fundamental changes in
the law that if enacted, would
begin a new era of college
history.
"The warning shots suggest
this will be a much more basic
debate than the previous fiveyear reauthorizations," says
University
of
Minnesota
education Prof. Jim Hearn, who
has studied the impact of the
original 1965 Higher Education
Act on colleges.
Bennett recently announced he
would unveil his proposals for
ammending
the
Higher
Education Act in January, but
previous comments suggest he'll
try to cut most programs.
The celebrants say the law,
which effectively invented most
student financial aid programs
and fueled an era
of
unprecedented
growth
in
American higher education,
made it possible for a society to
educate much of its middle and
lower classes for the first time in
history.
The critics say the law, in fact,
made it too easy to go to college,
let colleges make themselves too
expensive to be useful, and
lowered the quality of college
educations.
It's so easy for students to get
federal aid that schools "accept
students who are unprepared or
uninterested
in
rigorous
academic training," contends
Eileen Gardner of the Heritage
Foundation, a Washington, D.C.
think tank whose education
policies have been adopted by the
Reagan administration in the
past.
The easy money "has
prompted too many colleges to
abandon substantive core
(curricula) in favor of a
hodgepodge of courses geared to
the
intersts
of
those
(uninterested) students, thereby
gutting the value of a college
education," Gardner charges.
"A lot of colleges have satisfied their urge to grow by
enrolling kids who shouldn't be in
college, and grabbing the federal
money these kids bring along,"
adds Raymond Lewin, president

By BRYAN ABAS

of Pierce College in Philadelphia. Minnesota's Hearn says it's
"It's foolish," he says, "to naive" to attribute academic
spend $4,000 to $5,000 to send rouble;- to financial aid, adding
someone who doesn't know how he thinks any decline in
to read to college."
educational quality results from
Critics also contend the Higher a complex mix of factors.
Education Act allowed colleges to Even critic Gardner stops short
raise tuition with impunity, of saying financial aid is a
figuring the federal government primary cause of lower quality,
would simply increase aid claiming instead there is "a
enough to help students pay the strong probable connection"
higher fare.
between the two.
And because colleges could Still, Gardner — and probably
raise money so readily, they the administration — are
could pay fat teacher salaries, determined to convince Congress
impose light teaching loads and to use the reauthorization debate
grow
large,
inefficient to make it harder for students
bureaucracies.
and colleges to get federal
Some academicians, while money.
acknowledging college standards Some observers, for example,
have fallen, say it's wrong to expect Bennett to propose that
balme federal programs.
students maintain higher grades
"Wherever quality has slipped, in order to get and keep federal
it's been self-inflicted," says aid.
Robert Hardest}, president of
Lewin of Pierce College, who
Southwest
Texas
State supports the idea, estimates
University — site of Lyndon anywhere from 25 to 50 percent of
Johnson's signing of the Higher the students who now get aid
Education Act in 1965 - and host would lose their loans and grants
of the national anniversary if Congress agreed to it.
ceremony on November 7-8.
The same critics have failed to
Hardest)- thinks critics of the convince Congress to approve
Higher Education Act are cutbacks and similar changes in
"elitists" upset that too many the last three years, but Gardner
people are getting degrees, thinks the administration could
"revisionists" who are wrong to win this time if it sticks to its
say the act was never designed to principles.
send poor students to private
"There is a failure (in the
schools, or "thinly-disguised administration) to walk these
racists" who mask their things through," she says. "Sure
prejudices with a professed it's walking against the tide, but
concern for educational quality. you have to keep pushing."
10
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Lancer Sborts
Soccer Team Ranked 19th,
Beat Radford, Tie With Tech
With its hopes for postseason
play still alive, Longwood's
soccer team was successful last
week, beating Radford 1-0 in
overtime Wednesday and
battling Virginia Tech to a 1-1
overtime tie Saturday. Should the
19th ranked and 10-4-2 lancers
win their three remaining games,
a spot in the Virginia
intercollegiate Soccer
Association Playoffs is almost
assured and a berth in the NCAA
playoffs is a possibility.
Coming up this week is a home
game with Hampden-Sydney
Wednesday at 3:00 and a visit to
rival Randolph-Macon Sunday at
3:00. The regular season finale is
November 6 when Averett visits
for a 2:30 contest. Both the
Randolph-Macon and Averett
games are VISA Eastern
Division contests. Ixmgwood is 11-1 in Eastern Division play, but
can finish first or second with
wins over the Yellow Jackets and
Averett.
Defense has been the name of
the game for Ixmgwood over the
past three weeks and the
ringleaders of that defensive
effort have been goal keeper Rob
Liessem, and sweeper Erick
Karn. Liessem had 10 saves in
Wednesday's win over Radford
and came back with 11 Saturday
against Division I Virginia Tech.

Karn is the last line of defense
in front of Liessem and has been
outstanding all season. Time
after time, the junior defender
has stopped the opposition from
getting off a clear shot at the
Ixmgwood goal. No one has
scored more than two goals
against the Ixincers in 16 games.
A goal by Craig Reid in the
second overtime gave the
I oncers their win over Radford
in a fiercely contested battle
Wednesday. The Highlander
keeper seemed to have the shot
stopped, but it slipped through his
hands and into the net.
Saturday, Mark Kremen
scored on a set play from about 25
yards out on an assist from
Ixmgwood scoring leader John
Kennen. Kennen now has eight
assists and five goals for the
season. Kremen's first-half goal
tied the Hokies 1-1 and neither
team was able to score after that.
"We came up with two real
good efforts last week," said
coach Posipanko. "If we play like
that the rest of the year, we'll be
in good shape. We cannot afford
any more losses."
Ix>ngwood has gone 2-3-2 after
getting off to an 8-1 start and has
scored just four goals in its last
seven games. Defense has kept
the team in the hunt foi
postseason honors.

I .irssrni Named Plaver Of The Week
Liessem Leads Defense;
Named Player Of The Week
Junior
goalkeeper
Rob
Liessem had 21 saves in two
games last week for the
Ixmgwood soccer team and for
his performance, Liessem has
been named Longwood College
Player of the Week for the period
October 20-27. Player of the Week
is chosen by the Longwood Sports
Information Office.
A key factor in Longwood's 104-2 record in soccer, Liessem
came through with 10 saves in a 10 overtime win over Radford
Wednesday and turned away 11
Virginia Tech shots in a 1-1
overtime tie Saturday afternoon.
The junior standout has
allowed just 14 goals in 14 games
for a goals against average of 1.0.
He has also come through with 88
saves for an average of 6.3 per
game.
Coach Rich Posipanko says
Liessem has the potential to have
a shot at professional soccer if he
continues to work and improve.
"Rob has great hands," said
the coach. "He stops just about
every shot that he gets his hands

SPORTS FEATURE
By TIM FITZGERALD
When Ty Bordner first came to
Ixmgwood in 1982, he could barely
hit a golf ball, and he had no idea
where it would land says
Longwood golf coach Steve
Nelson.
Now Nelson says Bordner is
one of the top two golfers to ever
play at Ixmgwood.
That puts him in the company
of Ixmgwood's Ail-American Tim
White. White, who carried a 75.2
stroke average, finished 14th out
of 120 golfers in the 1980 Division
III National Tournament.
"I came to Longwood to play
baseball, but unfortunately I did
not make the team," said
Bordner. "I decided to go out for
the golf team, and I made the
team."
With less than two years
experience as a golfer, Ty still
made the traveling squad his
freshman year.
"1 played in the sixth position
which is the last man on the
traveling squad. My goal was just
to improve."
And improve he did. In the
spring season of his sophomore
year, Ty alternated between the
1,2 and three positions. His stroke
average of 79 was the lowest on
the team.
Knowing
that
more
improvement would come only
through practice, Ty sat out of
school last year to work on his
game.
"During that year my swing
became more consistent," said

u *
TY BORDNER
Bordner. "I didn't learn many
new things, but I became more
consistent overall."
Once back at Longwood,
Bordner combined his new
consistency with some advice
from
Longwood's
club
professional Mac Main to
produce some super results. His
stroke average of 77.2 was the
lowest on the team this fall.
Ty also set a new school record
for 36 holes by shooting a 71-72-143
in the Old Dominion Golf
Tournament. He shot a 73 to earn
medalist honors in a tri-match.
For these accomplishments, Ty
was recognized as Ixmgwood
College Player of the Week.
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"I owe a lot to Mac Main," said
Bordner. "Most of the new things
I learn, I learn from him. He just
helps me a lot."
According to coach Nelson, Ty
is playing really well right now.
"He has more confidence than
in the past," says Nelson.
"Because of this confidence he is
playing more aggressibely. It
gets him in trouble sometimes,
but overall I think it helps him."
Nelson points out that Ty's
amazing improvement is a pay
back for the amount of time and
hard work that Ty puts into his
game.
"Ty is one of the most
conscientious, hard working
athletes at Ixmgwood. He plays
golf year round, even in the snow.
I have seen him, many times, hit
golf balls until his hands blister.
That is dedication."
Ty has some definite goals in
mind when it comes to golf.
"I want to be an All-American
before I leave Ixmgwood," says
Bordner. "If I continue to work
hard, I think I can do it."
Ty would also like to continue
to play competitively after
college.
"I would love to make the PGA
tour, but I will have to work so
hard, practice a lot, and improve
a whole lot."
Considering how hard a worker
he is, and how much he has
improved in just four years, Ty
Bordner just might have a shot.
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ROB LIESSEM
on. He has as much ability as
some of the keepers I coached
with Houston Dynamos last
summer, but he needs to continue
working. He has the potential to
improve even more."
The 6-2, 195-pounder has four
shutouts to his credit this season.
His play has helped Longwood
prevent any of its opponents from
scoring more than two goals.
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ROTUNDA, (TWO COLS - 1155), WEIGHT TRAINING . . . .ic
SPEAKER: BILL DUNN — on topic of weight training for sports,
competition and individual fitness.
Bill was Ail-American in college football, former National
Champion (YMCA) Powerlifting, his best bench ever is at 635 pounds,
three-time contestant in World's Strongest Man Contest which he
finished 8th, 4th, and 5th, former head Strength and Conditioner Coach
at UVA, 1983 National Coach of the year, currently competing in
Scottish Highland Games, owns his own gym, "Charlottesville Iron
Works," he has trained 19 Ail-Americans and 12 athletes currently in
Pro ranks and he is also an author and lecturer.
DATE: Monday, October 28, 1985, 7:30 p.m., Lancer Gym at
Longwood College. Admission $1.00 for students and $1.50 public.
SPONSORED BY: Par Bil's and The Shape-Up Shop, Inc. which
offers Nautilis and Eagle II equipment, aerobics classes, tanning
booth, sauna and showers.

Gymnastics Exhibition Tuesday
longwood Gymnastics Team
Slates Exhibition Tuesday
While the competitive season
doesn't begin until December,
Longwood's gymnastics team
will put on an exhibition of its
abilities Tuesday night in Lancer
Hall starting at 8:00. The
exhibition is open to the public at
no charge.
"The exhibition will be sort of a
preview of the coming year,"
said coach Ruth Budd. "We're
going to let people know who is on
the team and the kinds of things
we have been working on.
There will be some individual
skills and also group tumbling."

Nine members

of last year's
^ck
in
action.
Seniors
team are
Kelly strayer and Lisa Zuraw,
juniors Shay Woolfolk, Debbe
Mai in and Kern Hruby and
sophomores Leslie Jaffee, Teresa
Robey, Mary Schaefer and
Tammy Zeller are all veteran
gymnasts.
Newcomers to the team include
freshmen Kelley Paz, Kim Booth
and Lynda Chenoweth.
Former I^ancer gymnast Dawn
Campbell is serving as a student
assistant coach with this year's
squad.

Triathlon
By KIM DEANER
A
Longwood
Triathlon
sponsored by Colleen Stiles, a
longwood student, took place
Sunday, October 27,1985 at 8 a.m.
Colleen Stiles organized the
Triathlon for her Organization
and Administration class.
The Triathlon consisted of a 4
mile swim, a 12-mile bike and a 4
mile run. There were 10
participants including Coach
Coughlln and Professor Merling.

The first place contestant was
Chris Lebel with a finishing time
of 1 hr. 35 min., placing second
was Terry Peele with a time of 1
hr. and 3 min. placing third was
Rala Heinen with a time of 1 hr.
and 38 min., and fourth place was
Coach I/)retta Coughlin with a
time of 1 hr. and 39 min.
Donations for the Triathlon
came from The Shape-Up-Shop,
Key Office Supply, and Woody's
Video Village.

Field Hockey Loses To Duke;
Season Ends With 114 Record
Stickers Fall At Duke 2-1;
Season Ends with 11-4 Record
A tough 2-1 loss ended the
regular season for Longwood's
field hockey team Friday
afternoon, but the I^dy lancers
can take pride in having
compiled the best record since
the 1975 squad went to 16-5-4 and
finished fifth in the nation.
Coach Sue Finnie's team ended
up with a fine 11-4 record, scoring
43 goals while giving up just 14 in
15 games. Only two teams scored
more than one goal against the
Lady Lancers.
"We played well at Duke," said
Finnic "They had 24 shots to 16
for us, but we played excellent
defense. Tammy Marshall and
Diane Bingler combined to hold
down Duke's top threat."
Sophomore Traci Strickland
tied the score at 1-1 on an assist
from Sharon Bruce 27 minutes
into the game. Duke got the
game-winner early in the second
half.
Goalkeeper Haidee Shiflet had
10 saves, while Marshall had 16
interceptions, Bingler and Oaye
Conkwright nine each, and Kris
Meaney eight.

KRIS MEANEY
Finnie chose Strickland as
offensive player of the game and
Meaney and Lesley Rapoza as
defensive players of the game.
For the season, senio-s Sue
Groff and Bruce led Ixmgwood in
scoring. Groff had 19 goals and
Bruce 11. Strickland scored six
goals. Groff ended her career
with 47 goals, second best ever at
I>ongwood, while Bruce totaled 26
career goals to rank fifth on the
all-time list.

Lady Golfers
Lady Lancer Golfers 11th
In North Carolina Tourney
lied once again by sophomore
Tina Barrett, Longwood's
women's golf team concluded its
fall play with an 11th place finish
out of 14 teams Sunday afternoon
in the 10th Udy Tar Heel
Tournament. The 54-hole event
was played at UNC's Finley Golf
Course in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina.
Host UNC emerged the victor
with a final round 298 to beat
second place Kentucky by five
strokes. Iiongwood, which totaled
969 to the Udy Tar Heels' 903,
slipped from 10th to 11th on the
final day with a 327.
Barrett tied for 22nd out of
more than 70 golfers, shooting a
79-78-75-232.
Soph Tammy Lohren also had a
consistent tournament with an 8382-79-244. The rest of Ix>ngwood's
team, however, had an up and
down 54-holes of play. Marcia
Melone
shot
77-83-87-247,
Gretchen Pugh 79-81-90-250 and
Iieigh Russell 91-89-86-266. Soph
Nancy Ryan did not make the trip
because
of
academic
commitments.
longwood's next competitive
action won't come until the end of
February.

Volleyball Meets Stiff Competition At LV
Longwood's
women's
volleyball team traveled to
Lynchburg over the weekend to
play in the Liberty University
Classic Tournament and the
I,ady Lancers ran into some stiff
competition.
Coach Linda Elliott's squad,
which was hampered by the

absence of injured Mary Friga, 4, 15-3, Marshall won 15-2, 15-3
suffered five losses and ended up and Radford pinned a 15-1, 15-9
ninth in the 10-team tournament. defeat on the I^dy 1-ancers.
Now 3-25, longwood plays at
Ixmgwood's tournament scores
Bridgewater
with Roanoke
were as follows: Charles County
C.C. defeated LC 15-2, 15-3, Thursday before wrapping up the
Kutztown was victorious by a 15- season November 5 at Chowan
9,17-15 score, Liberty beat LC 15- with Mary Washington.

$200 GRAND PRIZE

TALENT $EARCH '85
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT...
IN THE

^

anccr

RESTAURANT

Cafe

104 HIQH STREET
392-5865
• PIZZA • SUBS • SALAD BAR • STUFFED
POTATOES • SPAGHETTI • ICE CREAM * CONES
• SUNDAES • SHAKES

WE DELIVER!! 5 p.m.-11 p.m.
(SUNDAY thru THURSDAY)
No Delivery Charge to Longwood Campus
REGULAR PIZZA
$4.20

New at Perini's
Tacos 99C

LARGE PIZZA
$5.50

DJ on Wednesday, $1.00 Cover Charge

9:00 P.M.
$25.00 WEEKLY PRIZE AND A CHANCE TO COMPETE FOR $200
AT THE END OF THE SEMESTER
SIGN UP BEFORE 9 P.M. ON WEDNESDAY OR JUST COME AND WATCH

-PIZZA HAPPY HOUR 4-5 P.M. AND 8-10 P.M.-

